2 June 2017
Your reference:
Our reference: PR/TA

Alex Hinds
Review Officer
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor
Millbank Tower
LONDON
SW1P 4QP

The Leader of the Council
Preston City Council
Town Hall
Lancaster Road
Preston PR1 2RL
www.preston.gov.uk

Dear Alex
Please find enclosed the Ward Boundary Submission and accompanying documents in
relation to the Preston City Council Electoral Review.
The submission was formally approved by Full Council on 18 May 2017. All parties
unanimously resolved that the Leader should write to the Boundary Commission
requesting to defer the elections due in 2018 until the ‘all out’ elections in 2019, aside
from any necessary By-Elections.
If you have any queries regarding this submission please could you contact Tina Alldrick
on 01772 906197.
Yours sincerely

Councillor Peter Rankin
Leader of the Council

Enc

Preston City Council
Electoral Review
Warding Patterns Submission
2017
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1.

Introduction

The Local Government Boundary Commission for England (LGBCE) is carrying out
an electoral review of the City. The LGBCE has finished its consultation on the size
of the Council and has determined that Preston City Council should have 48
Members.
The Commission has now asked for submissions proposing Warding patterns that
reflect this change. Any group or individual is able to put forward suggestions on
Warding patterns for all or part of the City. The LGBCE will consider all submissions
and propose a warding pattern for the City. The LGBCE will run a 10–week
consultation on proposed warding patterns before it publishes its final
recommendations. Boundaries will be changed following the laying down of an Order
in Parliament and will take effect from the City Council elections in May 2019.
In preparing its submission proposing new ward arrangements for the City, the
Council must take account of:




2.

Equality of representation
Reflecting community identities and interests
Providing for convenient and effective local government

Equality of representation

Based on a council size of 48 and growth projections, the projected electorate in 2023
is 100,295 which means the average number of electors for each Councillor is 2,089.

3.

Community identities and interests

Using maps, the Member Officer Group identified key communities within the City. It
also identified any man-made or natural barriers such as major roads, rivers and
water courses that acted as boundaries between communities. Using the group’s
knowledge of communities within the City, the Member Officer Group proposed
warding arrangements that would reflect the community identities and interests of the
area whilst ensuring the proposals would deliver electoral.
It was clear that there were differences of view in the Members Officer Group and it
has been acknowledged that it has been a difficult exercise. The Labour Group
indicated that they were working on an alternative proposal to the Officers’ early
drafts, using the largest existing wards as building blocks and then working round the
city in a clockwise direction. The draft for this was shared. The other Groups did not
wish to share their own ideas.
Taking into account the Boundary Commission guidance, the Officer Working Group
put forward a draft report to Council at Appendix (A).
At the Council meeting on 18 May 2017, the Labour Group tabled an amendment to
the officer report as being better able to reflect the interest and identities of the local
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communities and deliver electoral equality for voters; it also believed that this
proposal was equally good at promoting effective and convenient local government.
This was approved by full Council.
The table approved by Council on 18 May 2017, and attached at Appendix (B)
provides a summary of proposed warding arrangements and the figures to support
the proposals. A copy of a map showing the proposed new Ward boundaries is also
enclosed.
This submission also provides evidence and rationale for how the proposed warding
arrangements reflect community identities and interests by highlighting local
amenities and facilities that may be either a focal point or natural break between
communities, the history and tradition of individual areas which may be the basis of
their sense of community identity and any natural or man-made physical barriers that
mark the boundary between different communities. The list is not exhaustive; it is
illustrative of the connections that bind local communities.
The submission was formally approved by Full Council on 18 May 2017. All parties
unanimously resolved that the Leader should write to the Boundary Commission
requesting to defer the elections due in 2018 until the ‘all out’ elections in 2019, aside
from any necessary By-Elections.
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Appendix A

Report to Council
Meeting to be held on 18 May 2017

Electoral Ward Affected
ALL

Report submitted by: Chief Executive
Portfolio Holder: Leader of the Council
ELECTORAL REVIEW OF WARDING PATTERNS

1.

Summary

1.1

The Local Government Boundary Commission for England (LGBCE) is currently
carrying out an Electoral Review of the number of wards and ward boundaries for
Preston City Council.

1.2

As part of this process the LGBCE have asked for submissions proposing warding
patterns. Any group or individual is able to put forward suggestions for all or part of the
City.

1.3

The LGBCE will run a ten-week consultation on proposed warding patterns before it
publishes its final recommendations. Boundaries will be changed following the laying
down of an Order in Parliament and will take effect for Preston City Council from the
next ordinary elections in May 2019.

2.

Decision Required

2.1

To approve the proposed warding pattern and ward names for Preston City as set out
at Appendix 1; and

2.2

To authorise the Director of Corporate Services to finalise and submit the Council’s
response to the LGBCE consultation on warding patterns, in consultation with the
Leader of the Council.

3.

Information

3.1

The LGBCE is carrying out an Electoral Review of the City. It has recently finished its
consultation on the size of the Council and has determined that the City of Preston
should have 48 Members.

3.2

The Commission has now asked for submissions proposing warding patterns that
reflect this change.
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3.3

In preparing its submission proposing new ward arrangements for the City the Council
must take account of:


Delivering electoral equality for local voters – this means ensuring that each
local Councillor represents roughly the same number of people so that the value
of an individual’s vote is the same regardless of where they live in the area of
the City.



Reflecting the interests and identities of local communities – this means
establishing electoral arrangements which, as far as possible, maintain local
ties and where boundaries are easily identifiable.



Promoting effective and convenient local government – this means ensuring
that the new wards or electoral divisions can be represented effectively by their
elected representative(s) and that the new electoral arrangements as a whole
allow the City Council to conduct its business effectively. In addition, the pattern
of wards need to reflect the electoral cycle of Council. The law states that where
a Council hold elections in three years out of every four where a third of
Councillors are elected at each election (“by thirds”) the Council should seek to
deliver a pattern of three-Member wards across a district.

3.4

The Council has an established Officer and Member Working Group which has met on
several occasions to help and inform the review. Using maps, the group identified key
communities within the City. It also took into account any man-made or natural barriers
such as major roads, rivers and water courses that acted as boundaries between
communities.

3.5

The LGBCE have asked for current electoral statistics and forecasts at polling district
level 2017 – 2023 which need to be underpinned by sound evidence. The Council
needs to consider the impact of likely housing and economic developments, expected
migration into, out of and within the City, and the expected difference between the
number of adults in an area’s population and the number of electors.

3.6

Based on a Council size of 48 and growth projections, the projected electorate in 2023
is 100,295 which means the average number of electors for each Councillor is 2,089.

3.7

The table provided at Appendix 1 provides a summary of proposed warding
arrangements and the figures in support. It is felt that these proposals would reflect the
community identities and interests of the area whilst ensuring that the proposals would
deliver electoral equality. This has resulted in some changes to the ward names to
support the recommendations which have been proposed. A copy of the map showing
the proposed new ward boundaries and ward names is also enclosed at Appendix 2.

3.8

This review is for local government ward boundaries and is not in any way connected
to the separate Parliamentary constituency boundary review which is currently being
undertaken by the Boundary Commission for England (BCE).
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3.9

Further details about this electoral review and the Commission can be found at
www.consultation.lgbce.org.uk. Comments can be made by post to the LGBCE,
14th Floor, Millbank Tower, Millbank, London, SW1P 4QP or by email to
reviews@lgbce.org.uk.

4.

Implications

4.1

Legal Implications

4.1.1 Under the Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009, the
electoral arrangements for every principal authority must be reviewed from time to time.
4.1.2 If the Council does not produce an initial submission, the LGBCE will impose its
recommendations for the future electoral arrangements within the City. It is therefore
in the Council’s best interests to make an initial submission which reflects the Council’s
requirements.
4.2

Financial Implications

4.2.1 This is an external review and the LGBCE is responsible for any expenditure incurred.
4.2.2 All out elections in 2019 will incur the Council some additional costs to those previously
anticipated and budget for. These will be addressed as and when they occur.

5.

Impact Statement

5.1

(i)
Services Users - The external review should have a positive impact on the
citizens of Preston.
(ii)
Council Plans and Services – This is an external review conducted by the
LGBCE and has no impact on Council Plans and Services.
(iii)

Fair Employment / Living Wage – N/A

(iv)
Equality Impacts of Services Changes / New Services – The review is conducted
by the LGBCE and as such they are responsible for ensuring any equality, diversity,
cohesion and integration issues are identified and addressed as part of the review
process.

6.

Reason for Inclusion in Part B, if Appropriate

6.1

N/A
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Background Documents:
Background documents open to inspection in accordance with Section 100D of the Local
Government Act 1972:
Paper

Date

Contact/Directorate/Ext

N/A

Contact for further information:
Lorraine Norris
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906101

Chief Executive

Appendix 1

Proposed Warding Arrangements
The table below shows how the proposed Warding arrangements reflect the three statutory criteria of:




Equality of representation
Reflecting community interests
Providing for convenient and effective local government

Ward / Area

Electorate

Variation from
average (6,268)

Percent
variation

Evidence and rationale
that the proposals meet the three statutory criteria

Preston Rural
North

5,906

-361

-6

Current ward less polling districts OOWL & OOWH (Whittingham) which are
reallocated to Preston Rural East ward. This change takes account of new
housing development in the west of the ward to equalise electorate, whilst
ensuring that the community of Whittingham retains its identity.

Preston Rural East

6,295

28

0

Current ward plus polling districts OOWL & OOWH (Whittingham) from Preston
Rural North. Reasons as above.

Greyfriars

6451

183

3

Polling districts HA, HB and CA form an area to the east of the west coast mainline
and west of the A6 through the suburban area of North Preston (Fulwood area).
Part of HB’s western boundary extends over the railway line and could be
amended to follow the hard boundary formed by the line without significant impact
on electoral equality.

Tulketh

6247

-21

0

Polling Districts H, JA, C and V. This ward is west of the Greyfriars ward, and the
west coast mainline.

Lea

6262

-6

0

Polling Districts L, LA, LB and K. This ward arrangement provides for the Lea
parish area to be retained within one ward while ensuring elector equality.
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Fishwick &
Frenchwood

6211

-57

-1

Polling Districts F, FA, UB, UD and UE. Maintains the communities of Fishwick
within the Inner East Preston area linked to the community of Frenchwood while
providing elector equality.

Ribbleton

6478

210

3

Polling Districts P, PA, PB, PB1, PC, PD, PE PF and FB. Retains the existing
ward of Ribbleton with the additional area of a small part of Fishwick ward to the
east of the New Hall Lane / Blackpool Road junction. Large degree of community
identity while providing for elector equality

St Matthews

6037

-231

-4

Polling Districts T, TA TB, TC, TD and SB. Retains St Matthews ward in its entirety
with a small area of St Georges. Electoral equality and community identity.

City Centre

6316

48

1

Polling Districts U, UA, UC, WA, QB, QC and QD. City Centre area with part of
the University area. Provides for electoral equality and community identity.

Ashton

6694

426

7

Polling Districts A, AA, KC, Q and QA. Community of Ashton and community of
Larches, with relatively small population along Riversway in western inner suburbs
of Preston. Close as possible to elector equality.

Ingol

6095

-173

-3

Polling Districts J, JB, KA and KB. Parts of current Ingol and Larches wards in
western suburbs of Preston. Separate but linked communities with elector
equality.

Plungington

6785

517

8

Polling Districts VA, VB, W, S, M and MA. North inner suburban area with an
identity around the Plungington area close to electoral equality. All west of A6.

Deepdale

5990

-278

-4

Polling Districts E, EA, MB and SA. Existing Deepdale ward area with additional
areas to the west. Broadly similar community but all to east of A6. Provides
electoral equality.

Sharoe Green

6472

204

3

Polling Districts R, RA, RB, D and DA. Existing Sharoe Green ward with additional
part of College. North West suburbs to east of A6.
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Brookfield

5930

-338

-5

Polling Districts DC, DB, G, GA, BA, BB, AND BC. Parts of the populated area of
the Brookfield area with additions from existing Garrison and College wards.
Elector equality and community identity.

Garrison

6125

-143

-2

Polling Districts GB, B and BD. Parts of Garrison and Brookfield wards in
western suburbs of Preston.
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DRAFT
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COUNCIL SUBMISSION

APPENDIX B

Amendment to Item 2 – Electoral Review of Warding Patterns submitted by
Councillor Rankin

2.

Decision Required

2.1

To approve the proposed warding pattern and ward names for Preston City as
set out at Appendix A; and

2.1

To approve the proposed warding pattern and ward names for Preston
City as set out in the Labour Group proposals at Appendix (i) –
Schedule of Wards; and

2.2

To authorise the Director of Corporate Services to finalise and submit the
Council’s response to the LGBCE consultation on warding patterns, in
consultation with the Leader of the Council.
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COUNCIL SUBMISSION
APPENDIX (i) – SCHEDULE OF WARDS
Ward/Area

Electorate

Comment

Rural North
Rural East
Brookfield

5,906
6,295
6,184

Variation from Average
(6,267)
-361
+28
-83

Ribbleton
St Matthew’s
Ribble
Deepdale

6,478
6,037
6,211
5,844

+211
-230
-56
-423

+3
-4
-1
-7

City
East Fulwood
Sharoe Green
Moor Park

6,316
5,929
5,941
6,281

+49
-338
-326
+14

-1
-5
-5
0

Greyfriars
West Fulwood & Tulketh
Ashton
West Preston

6,451
6,247
6,519
6,454

+184
-20
+252
+187

+3
0
+4
+3

Ingol & Cottam

6,740

+473

+7
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Percent
Variation
-6
0
-1

Current ward less polling districts OOWL and OOWH
Current ward plus polling districts OOWL and OOWH
Current ward plus polling district GA north of Watling
Street Road (851 electors)
Current ward plus polling district FB
Current ward plus polling district SB
Polling Districts F, FA, UB, UD and UE
Current ward plus polling district GA south of Watling
Street Road (449 electors) and SA
Polling districts QB, QC, QD, U, UA, UC and WA
Polling districts DB, G, GB and RB
Polling districts D, DA, DC, R and RA
Current Moor Park ward plus polling districts S, VA and
W
Polling districts CA, HA and HB
Polling districts C, H, JA and V
Current ward plus polling districts KB, Q, QA and VB
Polling districts K (Savick Way, 559 electors), KA, KC
and LB
Polling districts J, JB, K (Summertrees, 455 electors), L
and LA

COUNCIL SUBMISSION
SCHEME FOR WARD BOUNDARIES IN PRESTON –
EVIDENCE AND RATIONALE

1.

INTRODUCTION

This proposal has been drawn up with full regard to the three basic principles of the Local
Government Boundary Commission for England, namely:




Equality of representation
Reflecting community interests and identities
Providing for effective and convenient local government

2.

EQUALITY OF REPRESENTATION

With regard to equality of representation, an attempt has been made to keep each ward
within 5% of the recommended 2023 average of 6,267, which is based on 16 wards. This has
been achieved in 13 out of the 16. The remaining three are within 10% of the average with an
actual maximum of 7% variance.
3.

COMMUNITY INTERESTS AND IDENTITIES

An endeavour has also been made to relate wards as far as possible to community identities,
so that:


Ashton, Brookfield, Deepdale, Fishwick, Plungington and Ribbleton
remain identifiable in the ward structure;
Fulwood (a separate local authority before 1974) retains a distinct identity
by comprising four wards;
The rural area also remains distinct.



4.

EFFECTIVE AND CONVENIENT LOCAL GOVERNMENT

In pursuance of this end:


Nearly all parishes remain intact – the only exceptions are Lea & Cottam
and Ingol & Tanterton, where issues of electoral equality require some
degree of splitting
Areas with Neighbourhood Plans remain identifiable through the polling
district structure and wherever possible, the ward boundaries
Polling districts are only split where there is geographical evidence for
doing so. This happens with districts GA and K.




5.

METHODOLOGY

Rather than starting from east or west, this scheme has been worked out taking the largest
existing wards as building-blocks and then working round in a clockwise direction. A
strenuous attempt has been made to avoid having any kind of “remainder” ward, which is
only too easy in this kind of exercise. The County Council Divisional boundaries have not
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COUNCIL SUBMISSION
been particularly followed, as the Commission advised us to disregard them; however, in
some places they happen to coincide, as a “happy coincidence”.
6.

NOTES ON THE WARDS
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Preston Rural North and Preston Rural East correspond exactly to the
Officer schemes.

COUNCIL SUBMISSION
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Brookfield t a k e s t h e e x i s t i n g B r o o k f i e l d W a r d w i t h i t s c l e a r l y
d e f i n e d c o m m u n i t y a n d a d d s t h e conterminous a r e a n e a r t h e W h i t e
Hart public house north of Watling Street Road.
Ribbleton takes the current Ribbleton Ward and adds the part of
Farringdon Park south of New Hall Lane. This means that the whole of
Farringdon Park is in one ward.
St Matthews takes the existing St Matthew’s Ward and adds the St
Ignatius area from St George’s Ward. This area already shares a polling
station with St Matthew’s.
Ribble combines the greater part of Fishwick Ward with the Frenchwood
part of Town Centre Ward.
Deepdale takes the existing Deepdale Ward and adds the “Saints” area
from St George’s Ward. This makes a better boundary, as the “Counties”
area is now integrated with the rest instead of projecting awkwardly into St
George’s.
City combines the Broadgate and Christchurch areas of Riversway
Ward, the Maudlands area of University Ward and the Avenham and City
Centre areas of Town Centre Ward.
East Fulwood combines all the areas of relatively new housing in the
east of Fulwood. The small DB Polling District is taken from College
Ward to produce a more harmonious boundary.
Sharoe Green covers Fulwood on the east side of Garstang Road.
Moor Park brings together the Plungington area, previously split between
Moor Park, Tulketh and University Wards.
Greyfriars covers Fulwood on the west side of Garstang Road.
West Fulwood and Tulketh occurs in all officer proposals. It is rather a
“hotchpotch”, but could be made better if the Commission would allow
the area of Polling District HB west of the West Coast main railway line
to be split off and added to this ward.
Ashton brings together the “Greater Ashton” area, including the Docks, but
avoids the inclusion of a large park (Ashton Park) which is a natural divider
of the current communities of Ashton Ward and Larches estate.
West Preston keeps Larches and Savick together, and combines them with
the South Ward of Lea-with-Cottam Parish, an area that is a natural
conterminous addition in terms of character, population and community.
Polling District K is split, allowing greater electoral equality, but, in any case
the Savick Way development is quite separate from Summertrees and has
no direct road connection.
Ingol and Cottam combines the Cottam and Lea Town areas of Leawith-Cottam Parish with the social housing areas of Ingol and Tanterton. It
also includes the Summertrees part of K Polling District, which is
only separated from Cottam by a railway underbridge along Lea Road.

COUNCIL SUBMISSION
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